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How Christianity Changed the World
Zondervan Western civilization is becoming increasingly pluralistic,secularized, and biblically illiterate. Many people todayhave little sense of how their lives have beneﬁted
fromChristianity’s inﬂuence, often viewing the church withhostility or resentment.How Christianity Changed the World is a topicallyarranged Christian history for Christians and nonChristians. Grounded in solid research and written in apopular style, this book is both a helpful apologetic toolin talking with unbelievers and a source of evidence forwhy
Christianity deserves credit for many of thehumane, social, scientiﬁc, and cultural advances in theWestern world in the last two thousand years.Photographs, timelines, and charts
enhance eachchapter.This edition features questions for reﬂection anddiscussion for each chapter.

How Christianity Changed the World
Zondervan "Setting Christianity in the context of history and culture, How Christianty Changed the World reveals the full, radical nature of the Christian faith as a shaping force." -From the jacket.

The Book that Made Your World
How the Bible Created the Soul of Western Civilization
Thomas Nelson Understand where we came from. Whether you're an avid student of the Bible or a skeptic of its relevance, The Book That Made Your World will transform your
perception of its inﬂuence on virtually every facet of Western civilization. Indian philosopher Vishal Mangalwadi reveals the personal motivation that fueled his own study of the
Bible and systematically illustrates how its precepts became the framework for societal structure throughout the last millennium. From politics and science, to academia and
technology, the Bible's sacred copy became the key that unlocked the Western mind. Through Mangalwadi's wide-ranging and fascinating investigation, you'll discover: What
triggered the West's passion for scientiﬁc, medical, and technological advancement How the biblical notion of human dignity informs the West's social structure and how it
intersects with other worldviews How the Bible created a fertile ground for women to ﬁnd social and economic empowerment How the Bible has uniquely equipped the West to
cultivate compassion, human rights, prosperity, and strong families The role of the Bible in the transformation of education How the modern literary notion of a hero has been
shaped by the Bible's archetypal protagonist Journey with Mangalwadi as he examines the origins of a civilization's greatness and the misguided beliefs that threaten to unravel its
progress. Learn how the Bible transformed the social, political, and religious institutions that have sustained Western culture for the past millennium, and discover how secular
corruption endangers the stability and longevity of Western civilization. Endorsements: “This is an extremely signiﬁcant piece of work with huge global implications. Vishal brings a
timely message.” (Ravi Zacharias, author, Walking from East to West and Beyond Opinion) “In polite society, the mere mention of the Bible often introduces a certain measure of
anxiety. A serious discussion on the Bible can bring outright contempt. Therefore, it is most refreshing to encounter this engaging and informed assessment of the Bible’s profound
impact on the modern world. Where Bloom laments the closing of the American mind, Mangalwadi brings a refreshing optimism.” (Stanley Mattson, founder and president, C. S.
Lewis Foundation) “Vishal Mangalwadi recounts history in very broad strokes, always using his cross-cultural perspectives for highlighting the many beneﬁts of biblical principles in
shaping civilization.” (George Marsden, professor, University of Notre Dame; author, Fundamentalism and American Culture)

The 40 Most Inﬂuential Christians . . . Who Shaped What We Believe Today
Baker Books Compelling Accounts of Key People Who Have Formed Christian Belief through the Ages All Christians' beliefs are shaped by those who went before them. Now these
giants of Christian history are presented chronologically and in a format that helps readers get to know them. In addition to a biographical sketch, readers will discover each
person's primary contributions to the Christian faith along with a brief quotation from their work. Students, history buﬀs, and curious readers will be fascinated as their faith is
strengthened. Included are Polycarp, Justin Martyr, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, John Calvin, Karl Barth, Carl F. H. Henry, and more.

The Victory of Reason
How Christianity Led to Freedom, Capitalism, and Western Success
Random House Many books have been written about the success of the West, analyzing why Europe was able to pull ahead of the rest of the world by the end of the Middle Ages. The
most common explanations cite the West’s superior geography, commerce, and technology. Completely overlooked is the fact that faith in reason, rooted in Christianity’s
commitment to rational theology, made all these developments possible. Simply put, the conventional wisdom that Western success depended upon overcoming religious barriers to
progress is utter nonsense.In The Victory of Reason, Rodney Stark advances a revolutionary, controversial, and long overdue idea: that Christianity and its related institutions are,
in fact, directly responsible for the most signiﬁcant intellectual, political, scientiﬁc, and economic breakthroughs of the past millennium. In Stark’s view, what has propelled the
West is not the tension between secular and nonsecular society, nor the pitting of science and the humanities against religious belief. Christian theology, Stark asserts, is the very
font of reason: While the world’s other great belief systems emphasized mystery, obedience, or introspection, Christianity alone embraced logic and reason as the path toward
enlightenment, freedom, and progress. That is what made all the diﬀerence.In explaining the West’s dominance, Stark convincingly debunks long-accepted “truths.” For instance,
by contending that capitalism thrived centuries before there was a Protestant work ethic–or even Protestants–he counters the notion that the Protestant work ethic was responsible
for kicking capitalism into overdrive. In the ﬁfth century, Stark notes, Saint Augustine celebrated theological and material progress and the institution of “exuberant invention.” By
contrast, long before Augustine, Aristotle had condemned commercial trade as “inconsistent with human virtue”–which helps further underscore that Augustine’s times were not the
Dark Ages but the incubator for the West’s future glories. This is a sweeping, multifaceted survey that takes readers from the Old World to the New, from the past to the present,
overturning along the way not only centuries of prejudiced scholarship but the antireligious bias of our own time. The Victory of Reason proves that what we most admire about our
world–scientiﬁc progress, democratic rule, free commerce–is largely due to Christianity, through which we are all inheritors of this grand tradition.

Jesus Wars
How Four Patriarchs, Three Queens, and Two Emperors Decided What Christians
Would Believe for the Next 1,500 Years
Harper Collins The Fifth-Century Political Battles That Forever Changed the Church In this fascinating account of the surprisingly violent ﬁfth-century church, PhilipJenkins describes
how political maneuvers by a handful of powerful charactersshaped Christian doctrine. Were it not for these battles, today’s church could beteaching something very diﬀerent about
the nature of Jesus, and the papacy as weknow it would never have come into existence. Jesus Wars reveals the profoundimplications of what amounts to an accident of history: that
one faction ofRoman emperors and militia-wielding bishops defeated another.

What if Jesus Had Never Been Born?
Thomas Nelson We live in a cynical age in which only one prejudice is tolerated--anti-Christian bigotry. Yet despite the unbridled slanders and attacks against the faith, one powerful
truth is undeniable: if Christ had never been born, nearly every facet of human life would be much more miserable than it is today. Arranged topically and presenting compelling,
little-known historical facts, What If Jesus Had Never Been Born? clearly demonstrates that an enormous array of beneﬁts to humankind--from economics to art to government,
science to civil liberties, morality to health, and beyond--would never have occurred had Jesus Christ not lived.
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The Great Divide
The Failure of Islam and the Triumph of the West
Regina Orthodox Press,Csi Documents from reliable historical sources the chasm-wide diﬀerences between the Western world and the world of Islam using Islam's Koran. Contrasts the
teaching of religion and the diﬀering religous practices of the east and west and their results in day-to-day living.

What's So Great About Christianity
Simon and Schuster FIRM STREET DATE = NOVEMBER 4, 2008. STORES MUST NOT HAVE THIS TITLE ON DISPLAY BEFORE 11/4/08.A low-cost softcover that is perfect to give to seeking
friends and neighbors to explain why an intelligent, college-educated person can believe in Christianity.Is Christianity true? Can educated, thinking people really believe the Bible?
Or, do the athiests have it right? Has Christianity been disproved by science and discredited as a guide to morality?Best-selling author Dinesh D'Souza (What's So Great About
America) approaches Christianity with a skeptical eye, but treats the skeptics with equal skepticism. The result is a book that will challenge the assumptions of doubters and aﬃrm
that there really is, indeed, something great about Christianity.

The Call
Finding and Fulﬁlling God's Purpose For Your Life
Thomas Nelson Why am I here? What is God's call in my life? How do I ﬁt God's call with my own individuality? How should God's calling aﬀect my career, my plans for the future, and
my concepts of success? First published in 1997 by distinguished author and speaker Os Guiness, The Call remains a treasured source of wisdom for those who ask these questions.
According to Guinness, "No idea short of God's call can ground and fulﬁll the truest human desire for purpose and fulﬁllment." In this newly updated and expanded anniversary
edition, Guinness explores the truth that God has a speciﬁc calling for each one of us and guides a new generation of readers through the journey of hearing and heeding that call.
With more than 100,000 copies in print, The Call is for all who desire a purposeful, intentional life of faith.

Disruptive Compassion
Becoming the Revolutionary You Were Born to Be
Zondervan Your invitation to move beyond pity, helplessness, and outrage, and your playbook for making a diﬀerence right where you are. As the daily newsfeed full of suﬀering and
injustice scrolls by, it's all too easy to question what one person can really do to enact the profound change the world needs. Like moviegoers, we often watch and witness with care,
but assume the script has already been written. Disruptive Compassion dares to make a bold counter: you possess the power to provoke real and meaningful change. Why? Because
God has empowered you to rewrite the story of tomorrow. Over 2,000 years ago, Jesus created a model for revolutionaries that has been followed ever since. These principles are
just as powerful to guide our journey today. With raw and inspiring stories from the world's most desperate places and his own journey to ﬁnd meaning, Convoy of Hope founder and
CEO Hal Donaldson will take you on a tour along the frontlines of courage and compassion. Let this book be your crash course in what it means to become a revolutionary, as you
learn how to: Evaluate the resources you already have Navigate real concerns and risks Check your motives And ultimately become equipped as an agitator with purpose With
principles and insights gleaned from two decades of relief work, Hal reveals what he's learned from the journey and what we can take with us as we join the revolution.

Unimaginable
What Our World Would Be Like Without Christianity
Baker Books A Stirring Account of Christianity's Power for Good In a day when Christians are often attacked for their beliefs, professor and speaker Jeremiah Johnston oﬀers an
inspiring look at the positive inﬂuence of Christianity, both historically and today. In Unimaginable, you'll discover the far-reaching ways that Christianity is good for the world--and
has been since the ﬁrst century AD--including: · How the plights of women and children in society were forever changed by Jesus · Why democracy and our education and legal
systems owe much to Christianity · How early believers demonstrated the inherent value of human life by caring for the sick, handicapped, and dying · How Christians today are
extending God's kingdom through charities, social justice eﬀorts, and other profound ways Like It's a Wonderful Life, the classic ﬁlm that showed George Bailey how diﬀerent
Bedford Falls would be without his presence, Unimaginable guides readers through the halls of history to see how Jesus' teachings dramatically changed the world and continue to
be the most powerful force for good today. This provocative and enlightening book is sure to encourage believers and challenge doubters.

The American Muhammad
Joseph Smith, Founder of Mormonism
"Unveiling parallels between two self-proclaimed prophets"--Cover.

How Christianity Transformed the World
Christian Focus Many people today would say that Christianity has done more harm than good to our world. Sharon James argues, however, in seeking to love their neighbour and
reﬂect God's moral character the followers of Jesus have had a largely positive impact on our society. James takes a number of areas - education, healthcare, justice, human dignity and traces the ways in which these beneﬁts have spread with the gospel. Chapter Headings: Freedom Religious Liberty Justice Protecting Life The Dignity of Women Philanthropy
Healthcare Education for All The Creation Mandate and the Value of Work History: The Triumph of Christ

Compassion
A Reﬂection on the Christian Life
Image In this provocative essay on that least understood virtue, compassion, the authors challenge themselves and us with these questions: Where do we place compassion in our
lives? Is it enough to live a life in which we hurt one another as little as possible? Is our guiding ideal a life of maximum pleasure and minimum pain?Compassionanswers no. After
years of study and discussion among themselves, with other religious, and with men and women at the very center of national politics, the authors look at compassion with a
vigorous new perspective. They place compassion at the heart of a Christian life in a world governed far too long by principles of power and destructive control. Compassion, no
longer merely an eraser of human mistakes, is a force of prayer and action -- the expression of God's love for us and our love for God and one another. Compassionis a book that
says no to a compassion of guilt and failure and yes to a compassionate love that pervades our spirit and moves us to action. Henri Nouwen, Donald McNeill, and Douglas Morrison
have written a moving document on what it means to be a Christian in a diﬃcult time.

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Cults, Sects, and World Religions
Revised and Updated Edition
Zondervan Academic Up-to-date, well-documented, comprehensive coverage of cults, sects, and world religions, from the historical to the contemporary INCLUDES • Well-known
groups and world religions, such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormons, Islam, and Baha’i • Groups with a signiﬁcant North American inﬂuence, including Santeria, Rastafarians, Haitian
Voodo, white supremacy groups, Wicca, and Satanism REVISED, UPDATED, AND EXPANDED TO INCLUDE NEW ENTRIES AND NEW INFORMATION • Updated information on Islam and
its global impact • New entries: the Branch Davidians, Native American religions, Heaven’s Gate, Aum Supreme Truth, the Boston Movement, the Masonic Lodge, and many others •
Developments in the world of cults and the occult Encyclopedic Dictionary of Cults, Sects, and World Religions is arguably the most signiﬁcant reference book on the subject to be
published. Formerly titled Dictionary of Cults, Sects, Religions, and the Occult, it provides reliable information on the history and beliefs of nearly every form of religion active
today. This extensively revised edition includes new topics, updated information, and a brand-new format for a clearer, more organized approach. The authors evaluate the beliefs
and practices of each group from the perspective of the Bible and the historic creeds of the Christian church. You’ll also ﬁnd group histories, numerous illustrations, charts, current
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statistics, websites, bibliographies, and other useful information.

ChurchNext
Quantum Changes in How We Do Ministry
InterVarsity Press Eddie Gibbs candidly analyzes new church models while proposing nine areas in which the church will need to transform to be biblically true to its message and
mission.

Church History
The Basics
From the 1960s to the 1990s, Christians dove into fascinating timelines of the past with the Church in History seriesa popular presentation of the nearly two thousand years of
people and events that have formed our deﬁnition of Church. In 2011, Church history explorers were given the content of the six volumes in one book, which featured fresh content
that brought readers into the twenty-ﬁrst century.

A History of Christian Education
B&H Academic Here in all of its richness and diversity is your family of faith. The roots of Christian education go deep into the Hebrew heritage. education.

Seven Days That Divide the World
The Beginning According to Genesis and Science
Zondervan What did the writer of Genesis mean by “the ﬁrst day”? Is it a literal week or a series of time periods? If I believe that the earth is 4.5 billion years old, am I denying the
authority of Scripture? In response to the continuing controversy over the interpretation of the creation narrative in Genesis, John Lennox proposes a succinct method of reading
and interpreting the ﬁrst chapters of Genesis without discounting either science or Scripture. With examples from history, a brief but thorough exploration of the major
interpretations, and a look into the particular signiﬁcance of the creation of human beings, Lennox suggests that Christians can heed modern scientiﬁc knowledge while staying
faithful to the biblical narrative. He moves beyond a simple response to the controversy, insisting that Genesis teaches us far more about the God of Jesus Christ and about God’s
intention for creation than it does about the age of the earth. With this book, Lennox oﬀers a careful yet accessible introduction to a scientiﬁcally-savvy, theologically-astute, and
Scripturally faithful interpretation of Genesis.

Building Faith One Child at a Time
Concordia Publishing House From K to 12, todays students have never known a time with without access to digital technology and information. Many students already own a
smartphone, waiting for the next big thing to happen. From the increased use of technology for the ﬁrst-grader to the preteen exposed to cyberbullying, how should teachers reach
out, share, and help build faith?

The Rise of Christianity
A Sociologist Reconsiders History
Princeton University Press The idea that Christianity started as a clandestine movement among the poor is a widely accepted notion. Yet it is one of many myths that must be discarded
if we are to understand just how a tiny messianic movement on the edge of the Roman Empire became the dominant faith of Western civilization. In a fast-paced, highly readable
book that addresses beliefs as well as historical facts, Rodney Stark brings a sociologist's perspective to bear on the puzzle behind the success of early Christianity. He comes
equipped not only with the logic and methods of social science but also with insights gathered ﬁrsthand into why people convert and how new religious groups recruit members. He
digs deep into the historical evidence on many issues--such as the social background of converts, the mission to the Jews, the status of women in the church, the role of martyrdom-to provide a vivid and unconventional account of early Christianity. The author plots the most plausible curve of Christian growth from the year 40 to 300. By the time of
Constantine, Christianity had become a considerable force, with growth patterns very similar to those of modern-day successful religious movements. An unusual number of
Christian converts, for example, came from the educated, cosmopolitan classes. Because it oﬀered a new perspective on familiar concepts and was not linked to ethnicity,
Christianity had a large following among persons seeking to assimilate into the dominant culture, mainly Hellenized Jews. The oversupply of women in Christian communities--due
partly to the respect and protection they received--led to intermarriages with pagans, hence more conversions, and to a high fertility rate. Stark points out, too, the role played by
selﬂessness and faith. Amidst the epidemics, ﬁres, and other disasters that beleaguered Greco-Roman cities, Christian communities were a stronghold of mutual aid, which resulted
in a survival rate far greater than that of the pagans. In the meantime, voluntary martyrdom, especially a generation after the death of Christ, reinforced the commitment of the
Christian rank and ﬁle. What Stark ultimately oﬀers is a multifaceted portrait of early Christianity, one that appeals to practical reasoning, historical curiosity, and personal
reﬂection.

The Church in History
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing An absorbing survey of the history of the Christian church from A.D. 33 to the present, including a comprehensive section on the church in the United
States and Canada. An ideal text for seondary schools and Bible institutes.

The Reason for God
Belief in an Age of Skepticism
Penguin A New York Times bestseller people can believe in—by "a pioneer of the new urban Christians" (Christianity Today) and the "C.S. Lewis for the 21st century" (Newsweek).
Timothy Keller, the founding pastor of Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, addresses the frequent doubts that skeptics, and even ardent believers, have about religion.
Using literature, philosophy, real-life conversations, and potent reasoning, Keller explains how the belief in a Christian God is, in fact, a sound and rational one. To true believers he
oﬀers a solid platform on which to stand their ground against the backlash to religion created by the Age of Skepticism. And to skeptics, atheists, and agnostics, he provides a
challenging argument for pursuing the reason for God.

How the West Won
The Neglected Story of the Triumph of Modernity
Open Road Media Finally the Truth about the Rise of the West Modernity developed only in the West—in Europe and North America. Nowhere else did science and democracy arise;
nowhere else was slavery outlawed. Only Westerners invented chimneys, musical scores, telescopes, eyeglasses, pianos, electric lights, aspirin, and soap. The question is, Why?
Unfortunately, that question has become so politically incorrect that most scholars avoid it. But acclaimed author Rodney Stark provides the answers in this sweeping new look at
Western civilization. How the West Won demonstrates the primacy of uniquely Western ideas—among them the belief in free will, the commitment to the pursuit of knowledge, the
notion that the universe functions according to rational rules that can be discovered, and the emphasis on human freedom and secure property rights. Taking readers on a thrilling
journey from ancient Greece to the present, Stark challenges much of the received wisdom about Western history. How the West Won shows, for example: · Why the fall of Rome
was the single most beneﬁcial event in the rise of Western civilization · Why the “Dark Ages” never happened · Why the Crusades had nothing to do with grabbing loot or attacking
the Muslim world unprovoked · Why there was no “Scientiﬁc Revolution” · Why scholars’ recent eﬀorts to dismiss the importance of battles are ridiculous: had the Greeks lost at the
Battle of Marathon, we probably would never have heard of Plato or Aristotle Stark also debunks absurd fabrications that have ﬂourished in the past few decades: that the Greeks
stole their culture from Africa; that the West’s “discoveries” were copied from the Chinese and Muslims; that Europe became rich by plundering the non-Western world. At the same
time, he reveals the woeful inadequacy of recent attempts to attribute the rise of the West to purely material causes—favorable climates, abundant natural resources, guns and
steel. How the West Won displays Rodney Stark’s gifts for lively narrative history and making the latest scholarship accessible to all readers. This bold, insightful book will force you
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to rethink your understanding of the West and the birth of modernity—and to recognize that Western civilization really has set itself apart from other cultures.

Calvinism
A History
Yale University Press DIVThis briskly told history of Reformed Protestantism takes these churches through their entire 500-year history—from sixteenth-century Zurich and Geneva to
modern locations as far ﬂung as Seoul and São Paulo. D. G. Hart explores speciﬁcally the social and political developments that enabled Calvinism to establish a global
presence./divDIV /divDIVHart’s approach features signiﬁcant episodes in the institutional history of Calvinism that are responsible for its contemporary proﬁle. He traces the
political and religious circumstances that ﬁrst created space for Reformed churches in Europe and later contributed to Calvinism’s expansion around the world. He discusses the
eﬀects of the American and French Revolutions on ecclesiastical establishments as well as nineteenth- and twentieth-century communions, particularly in Scotland, the Netherlands,
the United States, and Germany, that directly challenged church dependence on the state. Raising important questions about secularization, religious freedom, privatization of faith,
and the place of religion in public life, this book will appeal not only to readers with interests in the history of religion but also in the role of religion in political and social life
today./div

There Is a God
How the World's Most Notorious Atheist Changed His Mind
Harper Collins In one of the biggest religion news stories of the new millennium, the Associated Press announced that Professor Antony Flew, the world's leading atheist, now believes
in God. Flew is a pioneer for modern atheism. His famous paper, Theology and Falsiﬁcation, was ﬁrst presented at a meeting of the Oxford Socratic Club chaired by C. S. Lewis and
went on to become the most widely reprinted philosophical publication of the last ﬁve decades. Flew earned his fame by arguing that one should presuppose atheism until evidence
of a God surfaces. He now believes that such evidence exists, and There Is a God chronicles his journey from staunch atheism to believer. For the ﬁrst time, this book will present a
detailed and fascinating account of Flew's riveting decision to revoke his previous beliefs and argue for the existence of God. Ever since Flew's announcement, there has been great
debate among atheists and believers alike about what exactly this "conversion" means. There Is a God will ﬁnally put this debate to rest. This is a story of a brilliant mind and
reasoned thinker, and where his lifelong intellectual pursuit eventually led him: belief in God as designer.

Illuminating Leviticus
A Study of Its Laws and Institutions in the Light of Biblical Narratives
JHU Press Publisher description

Faith Misused
Why Christianity is Not Just Another Religion
"Overview of the use of the Greek word pistis in the New Testament and how the English word faith is often misused"--

The Late Great Planet Earth
Zondervan The impact of The Late Great Planet Earth cannot be overstated. The New York Times called it the "no. 1 non-ﬁction bestseller of the decade." For Christians and nonChristians of the 1970s, Hal Lindsey's blockbuster served as a wake-up call on events soon to come and events already unfolding -- all leading up to the greatest event of all: the
return of Jesus Christ. The years since have conﬁrmed Lindsey's insights into what biblical prophecy says about the times we live in. Whether you're a church-going believer or
someone who wouldn't darken the door of a Christian institution, the Bible has much to tell you about the imminent future of this planet. In the midst of an out-of-control
generation, it reveals a grand design that's unfolding exactly according to plan. The rebirth of Israel. The threat of war in the Middle East. An increase in natural catastrophes. The
revival of Satanism and witchcraft. These and other signs, foreseen by prophets from Moses to Jesus, portend the coming of an antichrist . . . of a war which will bring humanity to
the brink of destruction . . . and of incredible deliverance for a desperate, dying planet.

New Testament History and Literature
Yale University Press In this engaging introduction to the New Testament, Professor Dale B. Martin presents a historical study of the origins of Christianity by analyzing the literature
of the earliest Christian movements. Focusing mainly on the New Testament, he also considers nonbiblical Christian writings of the era. Martin begins by making a powerful case for
the study of the New Testament. He next sets the Greco-Roman world in historical context and explains the place of Judaism within it. In the discussion of each New Testament book
that follows, the author addresses theological themes, then emphasizes the signiﬁcance of the writings as ancient literature and as sources for historical study. Throughout the
volume, Martin introduces various early Christian groups and highlights the surprising variations among their versions of Christianity.

Is Christianity Good for the World?
Canon Press & Book Service The gloves come oﬀ in this electric exchange, originally hosted by Christianity Today, as leading atheist Christopher Hitchens (author of God Is Not Great)
and Christian apologist Douglas Wilson (author of Letter from a Christian Citizen) go head-to-head on this divisive question. The result is entertaining and provocative -- a glimpse
into the ongoing debate.

Dictionary of Cults, Sects, Religions, and the Occult
Zondervan Covers the founders, beliefs, history, and practices of religious groups found in the United States

Understanding the Culture
A Survey of Social Engagement
David C Cook Addressing issues such as gender identity, abortion, technology, and poverty, Dr. Myers challenges readers to ask: How can an authentic Christian worldview provide a
compassionate, eﬀective witness in culture today? Dr. Myers ﬁrst shows readers what they can learn from Christian history—and why today’s issues might not be as new as they
seem. Then he takes them through the signiﬁcant topics that aﬀect them every day, oﬀering biblical ideas for conversing with others in an increasingly hostile culture. This capstone
book to a groundbreaking worldview trilogy equips readers to apply a bold Christian witness to their relationships with loved ones, neighbors, and colleagues.

In Defense of the Faith Volume One
Biblical Answers to Challenging Questions
When confronted with uncomfortable questions from atheists and agnostics, cultists and pagans, or skeptics and mystics, do your once-ﬁrm convictions begin to crumble and
compromise? Do you tend to take ﬂight--or instead, are you able to stand ﬁrm and "earnestly contend for the faith"? (Jude 3) With the keen eye of an experienced treasure hunter,
the author helps readers probe and unearth the incredible wealth of guidance found in God's Word. The resulting adventure will not only strengthen the faith of believers but equip
them to live daily according to His revealed truth in an increasingly hostile world. "God says it and I believe it." Issue settled, right? Or wrong? This common response may satisfy
the faith of some who struggle with answering diﬃcult questions--but such a reply does little to ward oﬀ assaults from skeptics let alone "convince the gainsayers" by intelligently
"giving a reason of the hope that is within you" (1 Peter 3:15). Sadly, most critics who wield tough questions with sarcasm do not expect an intelligent response; and tragically,
many dismiss the truth when they do get one. However, what about those who legitimately question the Christian faith--including weak or battle-weary believers whose spiritual
convictions may be hanging by a thread? This fascinating book can be a great help by itself, or used in conjunction with the audio series to assist listeners--sincere skeptics and
believers alike--with more than 40 years' experience in seeking (and ﬁnding) biblical answers to life's most challenging questions: * Why does God allow suﬀering and evil in the
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world? * What about all the "contradictions" in the Bible? * Are some people predestined by God to go to hell? * Why would a merciful God punish people who have never heard of
Christ? * How can one tell the diﬀerence between God's true light and Satan's seductive counterfeits? FIND BIBLICAL RESPONSES TO SUCH QUESTIONS AS: Is There a Diﬀerence
Between Faith and Belief? * Is It Wrong to Want Evidence of God? * How Do We Deal with Doubts? * If We Can Prove God Exists, Why Faith? * Why Do Christians Accept Only One
God? * Who Is the True God? * Can We Know God? * Are God and Nature the Same? * Is It Wrong to Ask God to Reveal Himself? * Is Jesus Half-God & Half-Man? * Is the Bible Reliable?
* Is the Bible the Only Book of God? * Were Biblical Prophecies Written after the Events? * Shouldn't We Examine All Religions? * Can the Bible Be Veriﬁed? * How Do We Know Our
Copies of the Bible Are Accurate? * Can You Make the Bible Say Anything You Want? * Is the Bible Infallible? * When Was Jesus Born? * Do the Gospels Disagree? BONUS MP3:
Included in the book is a one-disc MP3 radio discussion of In Defense of the Faith from Search the Scriptures Daily. Recorded for radio broadcast, this archival series spans nearly
100 segments (about 23 minutes each) that comprise nearly 37 hours of fascinating discussion.

Has Christianity Failed You?
Zondervan In 2006, Ravi Zacharias International Ministries (RZIM) held an open forum at the Fox Theater in Atlanta to address the subject: "Has Christianity Failed You?" Tickets were
sold for the event and--to the complete surprise of everyone--the event was sold out with a capacity crowd of over 5,000. People lined up oﬀering to buy tickets from folks in line for
higher prices. Before the event, an RZIM cameraman walked the streets and asked people if they had rejected the faith they held at one time. One answered that, because of a
Christian's rejection of his gay lifestyle he had done just that. Another answered that she had left her faith because she had fallen into adultery and could never live it down in the
church. Others had their own reasons. Some said it was just intellectually untenable in an age of reason. They chose to come to the event to judge if there were adequate answers.
It is estimated that for every one person who writes a letter or attends an event, there are one thousand who agree. If the Atlanta crowd was any indication, the question is real and
troubling. Why is it that many live with silent doubt, many leaving the "evangelical fold" for something else? Is there something wrong with the message, the communicator, the
hearer . . . or is it all three? It's time to ask the hard questions of what it means to be a follower of Jesus Christ and why it seems as though God has made it so hard to continue
believing. In fact, the son of a prominent US Senator phoned me with that very question. "Why has God made it so hard to believe in Him?" Such skepticism is not just representative
of the hostile; it also represents many honest questioners. This book attempts to lay out the response to those within as well as those outside the Christian faith so as to understand
what it is we believe and why it is so hard to do so. More to the point: Why it is actually so hard to deny God and still make sense out of life? In the end the answers should be both
felt and real, with the added truth that God is nearer than you think. He desires that we sense Him very near to us and not distant. But closeness comes at a cost just as any
relationship of love and commitment does.

Making Sense of God
An Invitation to the Skeptical
Penguin We live in an age of skepticism. Our society places such faith in empirical reason, historical progress, and heartfelt emotion that it’s easy to wonder: Why should anyone
believe in Christianity? What role can faith and religion play in our modern lives? In this thoughtful and inspiring new book, pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy
Keller invites skeptics to consider that Christianity is more relevant now than ever. As human beings, we cannot live without meaning, satisfaction, freedom, identity, justice, and
hope. Christianity provides us with unsurpassed resources to meet these needs. Written for both the ardent believer and the skeptic, Making Sense of God shines a light on the
profound value and importance of Christianity in our lives.

Angels and Demons
What Do We Really Know about Them?
Ignatius Press In response to actual questions many people have asked him about angels and demons, well-known author and philosophy professor Peter Kreeft separates fact from
fantasy and myth from reality as he answers 100 common questions about these spiritual beings. Based on a very popular college course he teaches on this subject, this book
responds to the incredible amount of interest in angelic beings and attempts to clear up some of the misinformation abounding in the numerous books today on what we know about
these mysterious spirits. Drawing on the Bible, traditional Church teaching and St. Thomas Aquinas, Kreeft gives straight, clear answers to the perennial and philosophical questions
asked about angels and demons throughout time. In his typical lucid, profound and sometimes humorous style, Kreeft answers such questions as "What are angels made of?", "How
do angels communicate with God?", "How do angels communicate with us?", "Do demons, or devils, or evil spirits really exist?" and many more. Includes angel art. Peter Kreeft,
Ph.D., is a professor of philosophy at Boston College. He is a regular contributor to several Catholic publications, is in wide demand as a speaker at conferences, and is the author of
over 20 books including Back to Virtue, Heaven the Heart's Deepest Longing and Fundamentals of the Faith.

Understanding the Times
A Survey of Competing Worldviews
David C Cook Your view of God determines your view of the world. You hold in your hands a landmark guide to understanding the ideas and forces shaping our times. Understanding
the Times oﬀers a fascinating, comprehensive look at the how the tenets of the Christian worldview compares with the ﬁve major competing worldviews of our day: Islam, Secular
Humanism, Marxism, New Age, and Postmodernism. Understanding the Times is a systematic way to understand the ideas that rule our world. While the material is expansive, the
engaging, easy-to-understand writing style invites you to discover the truths of God – and our world. This classic should be on the shelf of every Christian home, on the desk of every
pastor, and in the hands of every Christian student headed oﬀ to college.

Christian Philosophy
Conceptions, Continuations, and Challenges
Oxford University Press, USA One of the marks of being a philosopher is participating in debates about what counts as "philosophy." Of particular note in such debates is the question of
how to distinguish philosophy from theology. Although a variety of answers to this question have been oﬀered in the history of philosophy, in recent decades, the prominence of
Christian philosophy has been heralded by many as a genuine triumph over the problematic narrowness of strong foundationalism, positivism, and scientism. For others, however, it
signals that philosophy continues to risk being replaced by confessional theology. Wherever one comes down on such issues, and however one interprets recent trends in philosophy
of religion, the idea of Christian philosophy continues to present pressing questions for those working in meta-philosophy, epistemology, metaphysics, hermeneutics, and value
theory. In this volume, established scholars representing a variety of cultural traditions, religious perspectives, and philosophical priorities all wrestle with how the idea of Christian
philosophy should be understood, appropriated, and engaged in light of where philosophy is and where it is likely to go. The volume includes classical essays that have deeply
marked the ﬁeld and also new essays that explore the relevance of Christian philosophy to issues in disability studies, engaged pedagogy, lived phenomenology, the academic study
of religion, and the workings of social power. Rather than oﬀer a uniﬁed view that seeks to settle things, the contributors demonstrate that Christian philosophy remains a topic of
lively debate. Wherever one comes down on the issues considered here, this volume shows that Christian philosophy is neither merely of historical interest, nor of interest only to
Christians, but instead remains a thoroughly philosophical topic worthy of serious consideration and substantive critique. With a Foreword by Nicholas Wolterstorﬀ, Noah Porter
Professor Emeritus of Philosophical Theology at Yale University; Senior Research Fellow in the Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture at the University of Virginia; and Honorary
Professor of Australian Catholic University.
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